
With New Expansion, Another Monday
Introduces RPA to US Market
RPA technology provider to build on deployments in the communications sector

NEW YORK, NY, UNITED STATES, December 10, 2018 /EINPresswire.com/ -- FOR IMMEDIATE
RELEASE

Another Monday (AM), announced today their expansion into the US after more than a decade in
the European market.  AM is the world’s only provider of scalable, interoperable and rapidly
implementable controls of Robotic Process Automation (RPA) bots. 

In order to better serve its customers and expanding global market, Another Monday (AM)
announced today a significant investment with IT Capital, LLC to form Another Monday
Communications Americas, LLC (AMCA), as its first investment in the USA.

“Another Monday Communications Americas’ [AMCA] distribution network and industry
experience will dramatically increase our market penetration and the scale of our customer
success”, said Hans Martens, CEO and Founder of Another Monday.

AMCA is currently offering a no cost RPA assessment before February 31, 2019. AM Ensemble, is
AMCA’s toolkit that drives RPA solutions from Feasibility Assessment to go-live. Delivering the
most scalable Robotic Process Automation solution, AM Ensemble, is currently available in the
RPA space.

About Another Monday
Another Monday was founded in Cologne, Germany in 2005 and now offers locations in North
America. Another Monday is one of the Top 15 companies in the world providing robotic process
automation (RPA) solutions. Specializing in the telecommunications industry they have
implemented over 6,000 bots and automated over 1 billion transactions. Another Monday has
the largest bot farm in the world, located in the largest telecommunications organization with
over 2000 bots to date – encompassing 1,500+ virtual employees. Another Monday represents
cutting edge technology in process automation encompassing the industrial sector.

Corporate Contact - Cassandra Watts: E-mail: cassandra.watts@anothermonday.com, Phone:
410-266-5781.
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